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Häfele is committed to providing you with safe and sustainable  
benchtop options.

That is why we only work with manufacturers who can ensure us that 
what they make is sourced in a sustainable way as well as providing 
products that are safe to be cut and installed, giving you peace of mind  
that your benchtop is reliable and hygienic from start to finish and for 
many years to come.

Dekton LITETM

Mirostone®

Duropal® Quadra
Compact laminate

SAFE & SUSTAINABLE 
BENCHTOPS
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Dekton® is the innovative ultra-compact surface from Cosentino directly 
out of Spain.

Dekton® is created by combining more than 20 minerals using innovation 
and creative new techniques.

Dekton® is changing the world of benchtops. Thanks to its mechanical 
features, Dekton kitchen benchtops have maximum resistance, while its 
maintenance is minimal.

Dekton LITETM is a benchtop solution that offers durability, lightness 
and easy fitting. Furthermore, you can also choose different colour 
combinations.

The first ultralight modular benchtop with high functionality and design. 
Its high resistance to impact, scratches and stains will leave you 
speechless.

Developed with 4mm Dekton® slabs and a unique, lightweight core, 
which make your benchtop a resistant and advanced work surface. This 
way, you can relax and focus on what matters: enjoying your kitchen.

Furthermore, its non-porous surface ensures maximum hygiene.  
Top resistance, durability and hygiene. Amazing, isn’t it?

DEKTON LITETM
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KELYA
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Kreta

Sirius

Lunar

Kelya

Your Dekton LITE™ benchtop is the centrepiece of your kitchen.

Available in 4 contemporary colours with a matt finish. Dekton LITE™ is 30mm thick with a bevelled edge profile. It has a 
high resistance to scratches, abrasion, heat and difficult stains such as wine, coffee, ink and rust can be easily removed. 
The splashes and drops of everyday products such as bleach and oven cleaners won’t even damage its surface.

Dekton LITE™ is a very safe product for the tradesman to work with compared to engineered stone due to its extremely low 
silica content and safe to be used within the home environment.

Dekton LITE™ benchtops are covered by a 10 year limited warranty.
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KRETA
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Mirostone® is a range of durable solid surface benchtops that have 
all the beauty and feel of natural stone combined with exceptional 
practicality.

Mirostone® is the perfect surface for domestic kitchens, but is equally at 
home in the bathroom or bedroom.

Mirostone® can be safely installed in your home using standard 
woodworking tools so therefore successfully avoids all the time 
consuming delays and inconvenience of other surfaces.

Mirostone® is a modified acrylic meaning unlike stone composites and 
other surfaces in the market, it can be repaired and renewed with ease.

MIROSTONE®
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DIAMOND WHITE
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Mirostone’s® seven distinctive designs give you all the choice you need to compliment your colour scheme. 

Mirostone® is 20mm thick with a square edge profile and the colourful stone effects are not just skin deep, they run 
consistently throughout its thickness. So now you can have uniquely stylish and practical work surface features. Being a 
solid modified acrylic material it has no chipboard or MDF core, making it completely waterproof. This non-porous quality 
makes Mirostone® one of the most hygienic surfaces available.

It’s reassuring to know that all Mirostone® surfaces have a 10 year limited warranty

Standard

Capri Aspen White

Iconic Sand Alpine
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Premium

Warm Grey

Bianco Marble

Diamond White
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Duropal® Quadra laminate benchtops are made in Germany with 
uncompromising quality and sustainably  sourced materials and can 
be used wherever very high demands are made on surface resistance 
and durability. Thanks to their hygienic advantages, the classic areas of 
application in kitchens and bathrooms are the perfect fit.   

DUROPAL® QUADRA
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PALE LANCELOT
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Pale Lancelot - FG India White - SD

Bellato Gray - SD Quartz Stone - VO

Duropal® Quadra benchtops offer the best quality laminates manufactured by the world’s most environmentally 
responsible manufacturer.

Duropal® Quadra benchtops are available in 10 different colours, 38mm thick and have a 3mm tight formed radius 
square edge, with a built in polyurethane drip edge. Quadra benchtops are resistant to reasonable heat, to stains from 
everyday use and have a complete moisture vapour seal to the underside of the top.

Thanks to their hygienic advantages, the Duropal® Quadra benchtops are perfect for kitchens and bathrooms and for 
industrial and commercial workplaces.

Duropal® Quadra benchtops are covered by a 10 year limited warranty.

Surface Finish:
FG - Fine Grain XM - Xtreme Matt MS - Enchanced Semi Matt 
SD - Sand Pearl VO - Volcano NY - Natural Wood

Standard
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Icy White - XM Volcanic Black - XM

Cararra Marble - MS Centro - SD

Black Brazil - VO Oiled Oak - NY

Premium
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Compact laminate benchtops are made of solid high pressure laminate 
12mm thick, which provides increased resistance to impact, humidity 
and other factors that benchtops are exposed to during everyday use.

COMPACT LAMINATE
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METALLIC
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Compact laminate is suitable for both interior concepts including damp and wet areas and for outdoor use such as 
Alfresco kitchens, leisure and health facilities as well as office and commercial interiors. It’s resistant to impacts, hot 
steam, coffee and tea stains, red wine and high temperatures.

Available in 3 colours, all compact laminate benchtops are 12mm thick with a 1mm bevelled edge.
Cararra Marble and Nero Portaro have a supermatt finish whilst Metallic has a solid granite finish with a rugged but 
uniform structure.

Compact laminate benchtops are covered by a 10 year limited warranty.

Cararra Marble - White core

Nero Portaro Metallic

Standard

Premium
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When it comes to outstanding functionality and elegant design, nobody 
does it quite like Häfele.

Our Sink range comprises of Quartz composite sinks in black and white, 
made in Germany, Squareline Linen in stainless steel and gunmetal 
finishes, Squareline in brushed stainless steel and Essential sinks.

The mixer tap range includes traditional lever style, gooseneck, 
squareline and industrial look as well as stainless steel, black, gunmetal 
and chrome and mixers with pull-out vegie sprays or spouts ensuring no 
part of the sink is out of reach.

No matter your need we will have a sink & tap combination to suit.

SINKS & TAPS

Scan to view 
our sink range

Scan to view 
our tap range
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